SANI TENNIS ACADEMY

ABOUT THE ACADEMY

PRICING POLICY

Enjoy your holidays at Sani Resort, with the endless
golden beaches enchantingly framed by the crystal clear
waters of the Aegean while experiencing excellent tennis
coaching programes and facilities.

Alongside our training courses we have a comprehensive tennis
programme in a professional yet friendly and personal atmosphere.

Sani Tennis Kids Academy:
Weekly participation in mini groups of 3-6 persons with 5 trainings /
day including participation in tennis weekend event.
Cost per person: € 110

Experienced, full-time coaches, all licensed and specially
trained will lead you through all the steps of tennis learning in group sessions with match practice, or alternatively
one-on-one training for all player strengths and age
groups.
Sani Tennis facilities aim to provide an ideal environment not
only to motivate young beginners but also to give advanced
players the opportunity to continue training to a higher level.

Tournaments on regular basis with champion’s prize, short
introductory courses, show matches and stroke demonstrations by
the coaches, a selection of test rackets (also for sale), racket grips,
balls and clothing, racket stringing service, playing partner
organisation and advice.

Sani Tennis Play & Stay:
Weekly tennis tutorials for the parent and child, 5 trainings / day and
free equipment for the child (tennis and ball).
Weekly Total Cost: € 270

Partner courses
If you compliment each other in life but you also feel ready to
commit to a doubles partnership on the tennis court, then this is the
right programme for you. Partner courses is the best way to improve
your communication on the court, recognise the strengths and
weaknesses of each player, and become the ideal tennis combination.

Tutoring
1 course
5 courses
10 courses

Customers
Eq. visitors		
€ 45
€ 60
€ 210			
€ 400			

Family packages
There’s more than one reason to bring your family to Sani Tennis
Academy. Here you can enjoy high level training including individual
family packages especially designed for each family’s needs.

Tutoring two persons
1 course
5 courses
10 courses

Customers
Eq. visitors
€ 60
€ 70		
€ 280			
€ 540			

Kids camps
We also organise camps for children from 4-12. Our young players will
learn tennis skills, strategy and etiquette while enjoying their holidays.

Rental Stadium
1 hour
5 hours
10 hours

Customers
€ 12
€ 55
€ 100

Special Programs for Teens
For younger players we offer specially designed programmes educating the players, teaching technique and offering plenty of much
practice. What’s even more, fun is always part of the programme.

Short introductory courses

Eq. visitors
€ 20

Rental Equipment					
Daily use of a tennis racket
€5
Rackets knitting
€ 15 (with string)
Using lighting in stadiums
€ 5 (per hour)

Beginners and advanced intensive courses

